
SET B342 LARGA CONCEALED SET WITH BATHSHOWER
FAUCET CHROME
COLLECTION LARGA, LARGA FITTINGS

PRODUCT CODE: S952-029

Product description

Concealed shower set from the LARGA collection. Thanks to the Cersanit Super Shine chrome coating, the set is characterized by
an aesthetic appearance, which makes it a stylish and elegant element of every bathroom. The Cersanit Super Shine chrome
coating also guarantees high surface durability, even after many years of use. The single lever concealed bath-shower mixer has
been equipped with a ceramic head, which allows for a smooth adjustment of the water stream throughout its lifetime. The set
includes also an under-plaster part - in a form of a box, which enables easy installation and replacement as well as brass shower
arm, 25x15 cm stainless steel SLIM (0.2 cm) rain shower with Cersanit EasyClean silicone finish, 9 cm wide ABS shower handset -
3 functions, 150 cm long PVC shower hose (WRAS certificate.he product is covered with a 12-year warranty on the body, a 5-year
warranty on the shower head and a 2-year warranty on the other elements of the shower.

Technical data

Acoustic group II
Assembly method wall
Colour chrome
Diameter of the handset 9
Diameter of the head 3,5 cm
Finished silicone - Cersanit Easy Clean
Flow class S/B
Functions of the handset RAIN, RAIN & FALL, FALL
Material of the hose PVC
The length of the hose 150

Type of chroming Cersanit Super Shine - thickness of the nickel 8-12μm and chrome 0.25-0.3 μm applied
on a faucet Cersanit, guarantees high quality even after several years

Type of handle point
Type of head ceramic
Value for the acoustic group from 20 to 30 dB
Value for the flow class 19/22,9

http://www.cersanit.com/ceramics-and-equipment/larga_collection,142.html
http://www.cersanit.com/ceramics-and-equipment/larga_bathroom_fittings,145.html


Warranty 12 years for body, 5 years for cartridge, 2 years for shower elements
EAN code 5901771012269
Product index AAEZ1000365016


